Influence of forms and cutting edge front surface knife indicators for power reduction of wood

Abstract

Rational use of waste wood is one of the most important tasks of complex processing of wood raw material. For use different dreve-speed waste in the production of wood-cement materials and solid biotite-Lib necessary to grind them on special shaving machines. Thus requirements placed on the quality of the crushed timber to manufacture a specified, limited primarily wood particles size and content of impurities, which allows to evaluate the effectiveness of the cutting elements during grinding total timber volume in chip size required only by the value of the cutting force or its derivatives. In most cases when cutting drevesi us rake angle of the cutting tool is constructively postoyannoy value (the length of the cutting edge), and the cutting edge can be straight, Inclination to Nome, a triangular shape or radius. Qualitative indicators Vågå circular cutting process the cutting tool with the above mentioned forms obtained by treating wood materials with carbide circular saws plastically us. Power indicators cutting process (with identical conditions) as a drevesi and wood materials are scarce, while using a cutting tool having a stepped shape of the cutting edge and the front surfaces STI, and multiple cutting corners, practically absent. A study of the present is directed to finding optimum parameters of the cutting tool (cutter), providing the lowest energy costs for the primary comminution milling. Experimental studies were carried out on an especially setup allows you to simulate the process of chopping wood Frederic zerovaniem. Used five types of knives with different geometric for- we are cutting edge and front surfaces. The effectiveness of any type of blades evaluated torque value. As a result of comparative analysis of all forms of cutting elements define the most effective form of tive knife, the dependence of the torque supplied to the static cutting knife pine three main lines of cut.
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Introduction

The integrated use of wood has been and remains one-Noah of the most relevant for industries engaged in the workpiece, the first customer handling and processing of timber.1 So far, in all of Russia is beneficial not used half, and separately in Siberia - up to two-thirds of the biomass of a tree.2 The AAC, which reaches across the country 550Mt/year, is used in average only 35%.3 Production of almost all technological operations in forestry development, treatment or customer handling and processing of timber opredelyat-Xia minimum 50... 55%.

Thus requirements placed on the quality of the crushed timber to manufacture a specified, limited primarily wood particles size and content of impurities, which allows to evaluate the effectiveness of the cutting elements during grinding total timber volume in chip size required only by the value of the cutting force or its derivatives. In most cases when cutting drevesi us rake angle of the cutting tool is constructively postoyannoy value (the length of the cutting edge), and the cutting edge can be straight, Inclination to Nome, a triangular shape or radius. Qualitative indicators Vågå circular cutting process the cutting tool with the above mentioned forms obtained by treating wood materials with carbide circular saws plastically us. Power indicators cutting process (with identical conditions) as a drevesi and wood materials are scarce, while using a cutting tool having a stepped shape of the cutting edge and the front surfaces STI, and multiple cutting corners, practically absent. A study of the present is directed to finding optimum parameters of the cutting tool (cutter), providing the lowest energy costs for the primary comminution milling. Experimental studies were carried out on an especially setup allows you to simulate the process of chopping wood Frederic zerovaniem. Used five types of knives with different geometric for- we are cutting edge and front surfaces. The effectiveness of any type of blades evaluated torque value. As a result of comparative analysis of all forms of cutting elements define the most effective form of tive knife, the dependence of the torque supplied to the static cutting knife pine three main lines of cut.
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Thus, from the standpoint of reducing power consumption for cutting if necessary converted into a certain amount of wood chips is more advantageous to cut thick chips, remembering that the quality of the treated surface thus deteriorating.4 In some industries (e.g., wood-cement materials - GOST P 54854-2011, hydrolysis -OGST 18320-78, solid n-biotite Lebanon - GOST 54220-2010 and 55553-2013 GOST, polymer composite materials - GOST 16361-87) quality requirements chopped dre-Vecino dimensions limited primarily wood particles and impurities containing Niemi. In order to reduce power consumption for cutting during the initial comminution timber for the above production iz must grow shallow wood chips in a large thickness, and power rates to the process of grinding in this case are basic. As an equipment for grinding wood cutting prime- nyayut special particle machines, which differ in the structure of the cutting mechanism and the feeder and appointment view feedstock.5 Particle machines are of the following types of cutting mechanism design: bowls, milling, disc, drum, rotor-channels.6 A cutting mechanism equipped with cutting tools bonded instruments in the form of knives, cutters, teeth, finding optimal parameters of which is the subject of research. The purpose of this study - determination of the optimum shape PE cementitious tool (knife) in dependence on the geometrical shape of its PE zhuschev edge and the rake face when a primary grinding drevesi us milling in the axial, radial and tangential directions to obtain the desired chip size.

Objects and methods of research

To conduct the study design was developed experimental setup (Figure 1), which allows simulating the process of grinding milling
timber. The installation includes a power and measurement modules as well as the mechanism supplying structurally formed in one frame. The power module consists of a circular shaft mounted on the bearing "rah. On the shaft with keyed connections fixed disk whose parameters are selected depending on the cutting conditions. In this experiment used a 132mm disk diameter and 12mm in width. According to the thus formed conductive disk has two symmetrically arranged groove, in which establishes a knife. The diameter of the disk set of knives is 156mm. To exclude a Departure knives and their rigid fixing in grooves provided on the clamp back portion of the knife. All the knives are different of one another geometric shapes of cutting edge and the rake face, ime-dissolved width of 12mm and a protrusion on the disc surface of 12mm (Figure 2). Measuring installation module (Figure 1) can adjust the torque depending on the cutting forces arising on the cutting edge of the knife. As the torque sensor applied dynamometer device-parameter. The feed mechanism of the "slide" is moved along the guide pillars perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the cutting instrumen- ta. On the slide there are a pressing device and aligning plates between which the workpiece is clamped. Feed by rotating mahovich- ka mounted on the spindle, which nut is secured on the frame, the screw is itself connected to the carriage. installation drive provides static or dynamic. Studies were conducted under the following conditions: static cutting skoe; cutting circle diameter d=156mm; Cutting width 12mm; Rear angle α=15°; cutting angles δ=65° (knife № 1, 3‒5) and δ=55, 60, 65°(knife № 2); sharp knives; Knife material - ressorno- alloy spring steel 60S2G (GOST 14959-79); infeed knife Sz=1... 12mm; po- kind of wood - Pine (density ρ12 = 0,40g/cm³); wood humidity W = 18%. № knife 1 has a cutting edge radius shape and rectilinear hydrochloric front surface. Knife № 2 differs stepwise cutting edge and the stepped front surface (three steps). Angle PE zaniya first stage δ=55°, second - 60°, third - 65°. № knife 3 has a single-nostoronny cutting edge inclination (angle oblique sharpening ω=14°) and single- sided front slope surface. For № knife 4, as for the blade № 2, characterized by a three-step shape of the cutting edge and the rake face, but the cutting angle for all three stages of the same δ=65°, the second stage has a slope-sided front surface (oblique angle za- point ω=26°), being a smooth transition between the the first and third stupenya- mi. Knife № 5 has a straight cutting edge and a straight front surface. Classification of forms of blades adopted in accordance with. Cutting was performed by applying torque to the operating shaft. When this torque is measured depending on the feed to the knife.

Results and discussion

As a result of research found the following.

When cutting along the grain of wood chips were obtained in a curved shape in cutting the wood across the grain at small feeds - short and brittle chips, consisting of separate elements loosely connected to each other at high feed - element chip, but more strongly associated between syva- a. Sometimes, during the chip cutting large thickness in the lateral direction occurred splitting the work piece along volokon. When cutting wood butt obtained partially scattered chips. When cutting wood knife (№ 5) with a rectilinear cutting edge and the rectilinear front surface able to cut chips: along fibers - at supply Sz=12mm in the end - when Sz=5mm, transverse fibers - when Sz=7mm. In rare cases, able to cut chips of greater thickness, as when applying the above values occurred blade jamming in the wood. When cutting knife № timber 5 at small feeds thickness arr a- chip being operated commensurate with the feed quantity. When cutting along the grain drive- Sina when Sz=12mm chips formed middle of the thickness - 9mm (valid for all blades). This is because the loan sre- chips deformed front edge of the knife and squeezing between the body of the cutting tool and the workpiece. When cutting the rods stru-large thickness (at Sz=12mm) fibers along different knives their amount was approximately the same. The experimental data have established the connection between the torque M and serving knife Sz and construct graphs of this dependence for the three main cases of cut (Figure 3).

Analysis of the results revealed a general increase of krutyasche- moment in the case of increasing the supply to the cutting blade under static timber used for all of the cutting elements, which agrees with data. At cutting chip thickness7 and 8 mm knife (№ 5) with a rectilinear cutting edge and the rectilinear front surface considered for the three main directions of cutting revealed that the greatest torque is formed by cutting across the fibers. It exceeds the torque for mechanical and slitting with o- responsibly in 1.1 and 1.3 times. Comparative analysis revealed that similar power rates are ime- № knives 2 and 3, as well № 4 and 5. The shape of the knife № 2 in the
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The cutting process provides better infeed (delay) of the knife on the pitch Sz = 12mm, which is associated with a smaller wedge angle of the first and second stage of this knife (β1=40°, β2=45°) compared with all other angles of taper ments HO- (β=50°). 3 № knives having a sharp cutting edge in comparison with the straight cutting edge of the knife № 4 provides a smaller Difficult you on grinding energy. Due to the inclined front surface № blades 2, 3 and 4 in the cutting process creates the best conditions for chip removal. The surface under the front of the knife, which contributes to reduction Indeed hydrochloric cutting force. Radiused cutting edge of the knife form № 1 conventionally comprises two cutting edges having versatile inclined relative to each other. These cutting edges are sharper as compared with a straight cutting edge of the knife 5 № cutting effect and provide external the surface treated material. Tilting knife edge by an oblique sharpening leads to kinematic knife sharpening; the cutting conditions are created sliding, which provides a Chi--empty and easy cutting fibers. Radius form knife edge № 1 allows dividing the load on the comminuted wood on the time of the cutting forces, and the cutting force required to remove the chips, is distributed between the two vertices radius-knife. Since for cutting the wood chip with crack formed anticipating, propagating the pattern with a certain speed, it means the destruction of wood and gradually goes They attribute for easier cutting of fibers are locally changing voltage over time at the cutting edge of the knife (with its introduction into the timber) should occur more smoothly and gradually. This requirement ensures that the geometric shape of the blade number 1.

![Figure 3](image-url) The dependence on the torque supply to the knife milling pine. And: along the fiber (section plane radial); b: perpendicular to the grain (cutting speed parallel to a tangential axis); in: in the end (transversaltangential plane)

**Conclusion**

1. According to the results, it can be considered the most effective radius of the cutting edge shape and the corresponding shape of the front surface of the blade.
2. Comparison of the experimental data with the corresponding parameters of cutting wood in the dynamic mode may be used to explain the influence of the cutting speed on the cutting force and its derivatives.
3. Knives proposed design with minor modifications may be used in the construction of the rotary cutter and milling izmelchi-tele stumps.
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